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Charlie Risso
The Light

The nobility of the spirit is universal and eternal.

Charlie Risso's third work, although short compared to the previous 
being an EP, this time sees the artistic production of Federico 
Dragogna (Ministri). Mixed and mastered once again at Mattia 
Cominotto's Greenfog Studio.

The four tracks of the EP mark the evolution of the Genoese artist 
towards new sounds and emotional dimensions with intimate and 
sincere contents :

Title track The Light opens the EP with a strong spiritual value — 
and not necessarily religious — but more metaphorical, with Nordic 
and suspended cinematic sounds. It is an evocative song with a 
crescendo between glitch music and ethereal pop with Nordic 
electronic sounds reminiscent of bands like The DØ and Chromati-
cs. Charlie's voice leads to alternate dimensions and The Light 
symbolizes the evolution towards a higher stage by abandoning 
earthly futility. A new point of view that leads to enlightenment.

The second track is titled S.I.N. and it is actually the acronym for 
summer in Norway, the country where it was written. The song, with 
its suspended sound, punctuated by a sure and regular beat, 
describes the feeling of being in surprising natural contexts which, 
despite the difficulties of everyday life, can positively influence a 
complex relationship, often marked by emotional distances.

Nature as a metaphor and recurring element within the EP. The third 
song is in fact entitled Into the Forest.
The song fluctuates between electronic beats and dreamy acoustic 
openings that recreate sensations of a journey into the unknown, the 
forest as a place of fear. As long as the circle closes by returning to 
the light through dark branches, light can be glimpsed again. (The 
song is already permanently included in the musician's live setlist).

The last track is Landed on speed. "Speed" intended both as the 
speed of having suddenly arrived in a new environment where 
everything runs fast and at the same time as a substance that alters 
the natural state of the individual. Transported by the suspended 
orchestral sound of the song, you suddenly find yourself in an 
environment where others around you consider themselves superior 
and haughty thus creating greater distance in communications.

The Light will be released on November 4 2022 on all digital 
platforms worldwide.
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"Charlie Risso is an artist of great sensitivity whose 
voice, like that of a Scandinavian forest fairy or the 
sirens of the British seas, has the devastating power of 
a tornado, just like the eponymous album that is gaining 
more and more success and that has finally landed live, 
in some concerts that saw the Genoese musician on 
stage again, with his audience to acclaim her." (F. 
Latilla).

Charlie Risso is a singer-songwriter and musician of Genoe-
se origins. Her debut album "Ruins of memories" released in 
2016 with the production of M.Cominotto (Meganoidi, 
TARM...) is distributed by the label INCADENZA and boasts 
excellent reviews from major magazines such as Rolling 
Stone and Blow Up, even being described as "Intense and 
timeless" and "A great job 7/8".

In February 2019 Charlie makes her debut in the UK at the 
Rocksteady in London a few days before the first Lockdown. 
In December 2020 "Tornado" is released, an album inspired 
and intense with atmospheres that reminds the music from 
Angelo Badalamenti (Twin Peaks). "Tornado" is a journey 
between a dreamlike and suspended matter in a turbulent 
limbo made of lights and dark brushstrokes, written by a 
refined composer who sits musically between Lana Del Rey, 
Nick Drake and Mazzy Star. Indie/dream pop/rock is the fully 
successful setting for a job that has had great feedback. 
Published during the lockdown, thanks to its soft intriguing 
atmospheres, immediately affected several two film 
productions.

The first was released in theaters in November 2021 (“Per 
tutta la vita” Lotus production directed by Paolo Costella), 
while the second, an Italian/French/Swiss production, will be 
released in 2022 (“Tramonto a nord ovest” Fargo Entertain-
ment directed by Luisa Porrino), and will run for the Cannes 
and Berlin Film Festivals. 

“Visionary and surreal cinematic poetry” Rolling Stone 
“Tornado is an album of irrepressible electro-folk passion that 
revealed moods and emotions” Rock It.

During the summer of 2021 Charlie Risso and her band 
performed on main stages like the Goa Boa Festival, La 
Claque - Genoa, Fabrica - Treviso, The Rocksteady - 
London, Hills Festival Centro Pecci - Prato.

Charlie is currently working on a new album produced by Mr 
Hugo Race (Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds) with whom she 
also recently shared a residency for the Puccini floating 
academy on the lake of Massaciuccoli - Tuscany.


